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April 28th 2021: "Teen Toxic Relationships"
What Every Parent Should Know

Do you remember what it felt like to be in a
teenager in love? I remember being a teen and
listening to the words of Slick Rick’s song that
goes “A serious situation we all go through, It
deals with your feelings, so hear what I say, It's
like a day where nothing seems to go your way,
Bust this, two people, they really like each other,
He says there's no one else and she claims there
is no other, The feelings are same, and you
receive a notion, To reveal your inner thoughts
and deeply hid emotions - A teenage love, a
teenage love. Some of us also think about that
devastating heartbreak tha
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Featured Guest
Dr. Rolanda Schmidt
Dr. Rolanda Schmidt, formerly Rolanda Delamartinez, is Florida born
and raised, living in a Midwest world. An indelible mark of seeking
change after surviving being kidnapped and abused at the tender age of
12 (read the full kidnapping story here) is in Dr. Ro's heart. Many
tragedies, triumphs, and mistakes have shaped the woman she is today.
The greatest lesson learned is the importance of living in truth and
walking in humility when facing trials and tribulations. Dr. Rolanda
reminds her audience to have faith, embrace God first, and be divinely
empowered to get to a better place, no matter the situation at hand..
Thanks to the self-sacrificing efforts of her husband, children/bonus
Read more
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